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Introduction
Calls for Proposals for 2019 BP

Please visit:  https://connections.eithealth.eu

The Call Booklet contains:
  • details about the proposals EIT Health is seeking
  • eligibility and evaluation criteria
  • application process and, key dates and links to planned webinar sessions

The booklet is structured by pillar and can easily be read in sections.

Application templates with input fields also available.
Important events and dates

Ideation Meeting
Grenoble, 15 – 16 Jan 2018

Matchmaking
Naples, 26 – 27 Feb 2018

Submission of proposals
9 April 2018

Submission for 2nd IbI Call
2 October 2018
• Webinars on financial and administrative issues
• Financial and administrative issues
• Project elements and best practices
• Practical guidance on the use of the Plaza tool

• On-site training at CLCs in collaboration with the PMO
Call process
Timeline

• Deadline submission of proposals through Plaza: 9 April 2018, 16:00 CET

• Eligibility criteria and check
  • Specific eligibility criteria within each pillar call
  • Proposals that do not meeting the eligibility criteria will be rejected

• Evaluation Process
  
  STAGE 1: Remote expert evaluation
  • 3 independent external & trained evaluators
  • score of maximum of 100 points
  • consensus meeting for all proposals

  STAGE 2: Hearings
  • Invitations will be issued by 18 May 2018 to the Activity Leader
  • Organized face-to-face in Munich
  • Proposals to be selected in the BP2019 confirmed by 30 July 2018
  • Scores and evaluator feedback will be sent by 18 August 2018
Calls at a glance

EIT Health Projects
will build on collaboration

EIT Health Innovation
become an engine of European health innovation

EIT Health Campus
will become a brand for excellence in education

EIT Health Accelerator
will support innovation and business

EIT Health is supported by the EIT, a body of the European Union.
General Eligibility

- Be complete and submitted via the Plaza system before the deadline (9th April 2018, 16:00 CET)
- Be submitted by an EIT Health partner
- Have identifiable KIC Complementary Activities (KCA)
- Include Core and/or Associate Partners who have paid their membership fees for the year 2018
Calls at a glance
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Innovation Projects: what are we looking for?

Innovation by Ideas

• Solution-driven / bottom-up proposals
• ‘Bridge to...’ projects
• Projects with:
  • A clear innovation
  • Target launch / deployment ca. 2 years following end of project

We are looking for new projects that address:
• Prevention and management of chronic disease
• Empowering citizens to manage their health
• Improving healthcare systems
• Leveraging new technology and data

Innovation by Design

• ‘Top-down’ / needs driven
• Maximum time to market / implementation – 2 years from end of project
• Projects with
  • Strong involvement of industry and healthcare providers
  • Focus on overcoming innovation barriers
  • Implementation in 3rd year

We are looking for new projects that address:
• the themes in the Strategic Agenda
• or focus areas:
  • Bringing Care Home
  • Value from Data in Clinical and Sub-Clinical Settings

• demonstrate a clear path to implementation
• include: healthcare providers, patients and/or payers.
• commitment to project deployment/market launch
Innovation projects

Eligibility Criteria:

- be complete and submitted via the Plaza system before the deadline, by an EIT Health partner
- have identifiable KCA
- include Core and/or Associate Partners with paid membership fees for year 2018; from a minimum of two CLC/Innostars (without external project partners)
- have clear and achievable commercial or implementation end-points

For Innovation by Ideas

- address at least one societal challenges of the EIT Health Focus Areas;
- at least one academic and one non-academic
- no more than €500 000 for 2019
- no more than €250 000 for 2020
- completed by the end of June 2020

For Innovation by Design

- address one EIT Health Focus Areas OR one of the four EIT Health themes from the Strategic Agenda
- be led by a Core Partner and include one Business Core Partner
- no more than €750 000 for 2019
- no more than €1 000 000 for 2020 & 2021
- partners may apply to max three new projects
Evaluation Criteria

Stage 1: Remote Evaluation

- Project Excellence and Strategic Fit (25%)
- Feasibility (25%)
- Implementation and adoption pathway (25%)
- Impact (25%)

Stage 2: Hearings

- Clarity of Innovation and Strategic fit (10%)
- Feasibility and project plan (25%)
- Implementation strategy/market strategy (25%)
- Strength and commitment of team and collaboration (20%)
- Impact (20%)
EIT Health is supported by the EIT, a body of the European Union.

EIT Health Projects will build on collaboration.

EIT Health Innovation will become an engine of European health innovation.

EIT Health Campus will become a brand for excellence in education.

EIT Health Accelerator will support innovation and business.

Calls at a glance
Campus Projects: what are we looking for?

Addressing target groups:

**Students**
- Degree Programmes
- Non-Degree Programmes (Innovation Days, Innovation Competitions)
- Deferred Call Summer Schools

**Entrepreneurs & Innovators**
- EIT Health Starter Lab Network
- EIT Health Fellowships
- involve municipalities, healthcare providers and citizens through co-creation
- address the societal challenge of an increasingly divided society
- improve communication mechanisms related to health topics

**Citizens & Patients**
- healthy work and healthy lifestyle topics
- changing work and/or health standards in the workplace today
- Continued Medical Education (CME), value-based healthcare, innovation management training
- address the societal challenge of an increasingly divided society
- improve communication mechanisms related to health topics

**Health Professionals & Executives**
- Digital Activities (including MOOCs to reach many learners; max €60 000)

**All target groups**
- Innovative Education (new educational methodologies, digital transformations, mass dissemination of the idea, disrupt healthcare)
- WE Health Expansion

**Strategic Initiatives**
- Degree Programmes
- Non-Degree Programmes (Innovation Days, Innovation Competitions)
- Deferred Call Summer Schools
Eligibility Criteria

- be complete and submitted via the Plaza system before the deadline, by an EIT Health partner
- have identifiable KCA
- include Core and/or Associate Partners with paid membership fees for year 2018; from a minimum of two CLC/Innostars (without external project partners)
- have clear and achievable commercial or implementation end-points

Evaluation Criteria

Stage 1: Remote Evaluation
- Project Excellence and Strategic Fit (30%)
- Implementation (30%)
- Impact (40%)

Stage 2: Hearings
- Project Excellence and Strategic Fit (20%)
- Implementation and feasibility (20%)
- Impact (20%)
- Strength of team and collaboration (20%)
- Commitment of partners (20%)
Calls at a glance
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Accelerator Projects: what are we looking for?

EIT Health Bootcamp:
- incubators, clusters, universities, industry partners
- experience in supporting start-ups
- include problem-solution validation & solution-market fit for different European healthcare markets
- include peer learning and contact between the participating teams or companies
- thematic scope: healthy living, active ageing and improved healthcare.

GoGlobal Program
- companies beyond the start-up phase & about to enter international expansion
- thematic scope: healthy living, active ageing and improved healthcare
- high-quality programme, focused one or more strategic markets
- expertise in specific markets
- include peer learning and contact between the participating companies

Intrapreneurship Programme
- industry/academia provider
- demonstrated ability of intrapreneurship training (integration of start-ups, reverse mentoring initiatives)
- connectivity between EIT Health Pillars
Eligibility Criteria

• be complete and submitted via the Plaza system before the deadline, by an EIT Health partner

• have identifiable KCA

• include Core and/or Associate Partners with paid membership fees for year 2018; from a minimum of two CLC/Innostars (without external project partners)

• have clear and achievable commercial or implementation end-points

Specific Eligibility

• available to the entire EIT Health & entrepreneurship communities in Europe and RIS communities

• demonstrate added-value

• be advertised as EIT Health supported activities

• recruit participants with appropriate advanced notice

• use the EIT Health program processes

• collaborate with the 2019 Accelerator activities

• contribute to a Focus Areas

Re-applications:

• should address increasing dissemination, internationalisation/replicability and expansion to the entire partnership.

• address the financial sustainability of the activity
Evaluation Criteria

Stage 1: Remote Evaluation
• Project Excellence and Strategic Fit (30%)
• Implementation (30%)
• Impact (40%)

Stage 2: Hearings
• Project Excellence and Strategic Fit (20%)
• Implementation and Feasibility (20%)
• Impact (20%)
• Strength of team and collaboration (20%)
• Commitment of partners (20%)
How to get started?
Be registered in Plaza

All collaborators need to be registered in Plaza:

plaza.eithealth.eu/register

- Can take up to two working days to receive access
- Same login + passcode combination to access EIT Health Connections:
  connections.eithealth.eu
Intranet EIT Health / Innovation Platform / Calls for BP 2019

INNOVATION PROJECTS, CAMPUS, ACCELERATOR

Calls for Proposals for 2019 Business Plan

EIT Health hereby publishes the information needed to submit proposals for 2019 activities in the Innovation Projects, Campus and Accelerator pillars.

The calls document gives full details about the kinds of proposals EIT Health is seeking, eligibility for the proposals, how to apply and how the proposals will be evaluated.

The Plaza submissions system for this call will open up on 12 February 2018. The input fields will be available from 11 December 2017. Please watch this space for details.

Anyone wishing to propose EIT Health activities for 2019 is urged to find out more by downloading the calls document here.

Download applications with input fields

Application template with input fields: Innovation by Design
Application template with input fields: Innovation by Design - Focus Area
Application template with input fields: Innovation by Ideas
Application template with input fields: Campus – Innovative Education
Application template with input fields: Campus – Training for Citizens
Application template with input fields: Campus – Training for Entrepreneurs
Application template with input fields: Campus – Training for Executives and Professionals
Application template with input fields: Campus – Training for Students
Application template with input fields: Campus – WE Health
Application template with input fields: Accelerator – Bootcamp
Application template with input fields: Accelerator – Continuing activities
Application template with input fields: Accelerator – Intrapreneurship

Check out Connections for more info: Call document

Click on the arrow to see the drop down menu

Call Document available for download

Application Templates for all pillars already available for download before Plaza opening
Check out Connections for more info: Guidance for Partners

You can find information on:

• Financial structure and eligible cost categories
• How to navigate Plaza
• Legal Framework
• Partnership
Check out Connections for more info: The Network

Search / filter the map:

- By region
- By classification e.g. Business or Education
- By Partner Type e.g. Core or Associate
EIT Health is supported by the EIT, a body of the European Union.

Q&A
Thank you!
eithealthe.eu